


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































　　 A questionnaire survey was conducted with  the aim of clarifying  the actual condition and  issues of 
Jiritsu-Katsudo  for  teachers who are  instructing at special needs classes  for hearing  impaired children  in 
elementary schools. Among the teachers, the number of holders of the special needs school teacher’s license 
(education  for hearing  impaired) was  only  11.8%. As  reported  in previous  studies,  the main means  of 
communication used  in many classes was spoken  language. What was mostly answered as a difficulty  in 
school  living by the enrolled children was “About vocabulary”, “Reliability of  interaction”. Regarding the 






frequent, and the problem relating to  the expertise of  the  teachers  in charge of special needs classes  for 
hearing impaired are shown.
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